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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

“TrustWHO,” a documentary Alm produced by Lilian Franck, reveals the clandestine inFuences that

are controlling the World Health Organization (WHO) — and that have been since the very

beginning. Founded in 1948 by 61 member states whose contributions initially Ananced the

organization, WHO was quickly inAltrated by industry.

From Big Tobacco to the nuclear industry and pharmaceuticals, industry has historically dictated

WHO’s global agenda and continues to do so in the present day, putting proAts and power ahead of

public health.

Bill Gates Is WHO’s No. 1 Funder

In April 2020, Donald Trump suspended U.S. funding to WHO while the administration conducted a

review into its “role in severely mismanaging and covering up the spread of the coronavirus.”  This

clearly propelled the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation into the WHO’s No.1 funder slot. Upon

election, President Joe Biden reversed the Trump administration decision, restoring U.S. funding to

WHO.

However, Bill Gates is still the No. 1 funder, contributing more to WHO’s $4.84 billion biennial

budget  than any member-state government. As revealed in a preview copy I received of “Vax-

Unvax,”  Robert F. Kennedy Jr.’s new book, which will be released in November 2021, “Gates has

used his money strategically to infect the international aid agencies with his distorted self-serving

priorities. The U.S. historically has been the largest direct donor to WHO.”

However, Bill Gates contributes to WHO via multiple avenues, including the Bill & Melinda Gates

Foundation as well as GAVI, which was founded by the Gates Foundation in partnership with WHO,

the World Bank and various vaccine manufacturers.

As of 2018, the cumulative contributions from the Gates Foundation and GAVI made Gates the

unodcial top sponsor of the WHO, even before the Trump administration’s 2020 move to cut all his

support to the organization. And in fact, Gates gives so much that Politico wrote a highly-critical

article  about his undue Anancial inFuence over the WHO’s operations in 2017, which Politico said

was causing the agency to spend:

“… a disproportionate amount of its resources on projects with the measurable outcomes

Gates prefers … His sway has NGOs and academics worried. Some health advocates fear

that because the Gates Foundation’s money comes from investments in big business, it

could serve as a Trojan horse for corporate interests to undermine WHO’s role in setting

standards and shaping health policies.”

Plus, Gates “also routes funding to WHO through SAGE [Strategic Advisory Group of Experts] and

UNICEF and Rotary International bringing his total contributions to over $1 billion,” Kennedy

explains in the book, adding that these tax-deductible donations give Gates both leverage and

control over international health policy, “which he largely directs to serve the proAt interest of his

pharma partners.”

As noted in the featured Alm, when it was founded, WHO could decide how to distribute its

contributions. Now, 70% of its budget is tied to speciAc projects, countries or regions, which are

dictated by the funders.  As such, Gates’ priorities are the backbone of WHO, and it wasn’t a

coincidence when he said of WHO, “Our priorities, are your priorities.”

“Gates’ vaccine obsession has diverted WHO’s giving from poverty alleviation, nutrition, and clean

water to make vaccine uptake its preeminent public health metric. And Gates is not afraid to throw

his weight around,” according to Kennedy’s book. “… The sheer magnitude of his foundation’s

Anancial contributions has made Bill Gates an unodcial — albeit unelected — leader of the WHO.”

Pharma & WHO Cashing Checks in Previous Pandemics

During the 2009 H1N1 (swine Fu) pandemic, secret agreements were made between Germany,

Great Britain, Italy and France with the pharmaceutical industry before the H1N1 pandemic began,

which stated that they would purchase H1N1 Fu vaccinations — but only if a pandemic level 6 was

declared by WHO.

The “TrustWHO” documentary shows how, six weeks before the pandemic was declared, no one at

WHO was worried about the virus, but the media was nonetheless exaggerating the dangers. Then,

in the month leading up to the 2009 H1N1 pandemic, WHO changed the odcial deAnition of

pandemic, removing the severity and high mortality criteria and leaving the deAnition of a pandemic

as "a worldwide epidemic of a disease."

This switch in deAnition allowed WHO to declare swine Fu a pandemic after only 144 people had

died from the infection worldwide. In 2010, Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg, then head of health at the Council

of Europe, accused pharmaceutical companies of inFuencing WHO’s pandemic declaration, calling

swine Fu a “false pandemic” that was driven by Big Pharma, which cashed in on the health scare.

According to Wodarg, the swine Fu pandemic was “one of the greatest medicine scandals of the

century.”  In the investigation into WHO and Big Pharma’s falsiAcation of a pandemic, an inquiry

stated:

“… in order to promote their patented drugs and vaccines against Fu, pharmaceutical

companies inFuenced scientists and oGcial agencies responsible for public health

standards to alarm governments worldwide and make them squander tight health

resources for ineGcient vaccines strategies, and needlessly expose millions of healthy

people to the risk of an unknown amount of side effects of insuGciently tested vaccines.”

While governments ended up with stockpiles of vaccines they would never use, many of those who

received the H1N1 swine Fu vaccine suffered from adverse effects including Guillian-Barre

syndrome, narcolepsy, cataplexy and other forms of brain damage.

The Origins Cover-Up

WHO’s investigation into COVID-19’s origin was also a “fake” investigation from the start. China was

allowed to hand pick the members of the WHO’s investigative team, which included Peter Daszak,

Ph.D., who has close professional ties to the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV).

The inclusion of Dazsak on this team virtually guaranteed the dismissal of the lab-origin theory, and

in February 2021, WHO cleared WIV and two other biosafety level 4 laboratories in Wuhan, China, of

wrongdoing, saying these labs had nothing to do with the COVID-19 outbreak.

Only after backlash, including an open letter signed by 26 scientists demanding a full and

unrestricted forensic investigation into the pandemic’s origins,  did WHO enter damage control

mode, with Director General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus and 13 other world leaders joining the

U.S. government in expressing “frustration with the level of access China granted an international

mission to Wuhan.”

A couple of noteworthy points — Gates handpicked Ghebreyesus as WHO’s director general, not

because of his qualiAcations — Tedros has no medical degree and a background that includes

accusations of human rights violations — but due to this loyalty to Gates, again according to

Kennedy’s book.

Further, WHO’s allegiance to China was secured years earlier, when China secured WHO votes to

ensure its candidates would become director-general. A Sunday Times investigation also revealed

that WHO’s independence was severely compromised and its close ties to China allowed COVID-19

to spread in the early days of the pandemic while obfuscating the investigation into its origins.

According to the Sunday Times:

“The WHO leadership prioritized China’s economic interests over halting the spread of the

virus when Covid-19 Prst emerged. China exerted ultimate control over the WHO

investigation into the origins of Covid-19, appointing its chosen experts and negotiating a

backroom deal to water down the mandate.”

WHO’s China Ties Played ‘Decisive Role’ in Pandemic

On January 28, 2020, four weeks after Taiwan had alerted WHO that a mysterious respiratory

illness was spreading in China, WHO had not yet taken action and continued to praise China.

Tedros even praised China for their transparency and said the Chinese president had “shown ‘rare

leadership’ and deserved ‘gratitude and respect’ for acting to contain the outbreak at the epicenter,”

the Sunday Times reported. “These ‘extraordinary steps’ had prevented further spread of the virus,

and this was why, he said, there were only ‘a few cases of human-to-human transmission outside

China, which we are monitoring very closely.’”

Speaking with the Sunday Times, professor Richard Ebright of Rutgers University’s Waksman

Institute of Microbiology in New Jersey, said it was this close connection that ultimately steered the

course of the pandemic:

“Not only did it have a role; it has had a decisive role. It was the only motivation. There was

no scientiPc or medical or policy justiPcation for the stance that the WHO took in January

and February 2020. That was entirely premised on maintaining satisfactory ties to the

Chinese government.

So at every step of the way, the WHO promoted the position that was sought by the Chinese

government … the WHO actively resisted and obstructed efforts by other nations to

implement effective border controls that could have limited the spread or even contained

the spread of the outbreak.

It is impossible for me to believe that the oGcials in Geneva, who were making those

statements, believed those statements accorded with the facts that were available to them

at the time the statements were made. It’s hard not to see that the direct origin of that is

the support of the Chinese government for Tedros’s election as director-general …

This was a remarkably high return on [China’s] investment with the relatively small sums

that were invested in supporting his election. It paid off on a grand scale for the Chinese

government.”

WHO Corruption Runs Deep

Even prior to the pandemic, WHO had released a statement that it had been in discussions with

Facebook to “ensure people can access authoritative information on vaccines and reduce the

spread of inaccuracies.”  At WHO’s Arst Global Vaccination Summit, held in Brussels in September

2019, Jason Hirsch, Facebook’s public policy manager, alluded to the censorship and media

manipulation that was to come:

“The Prst thing that we are doing is reducing the distribution of misinformation about

vaccinations and the second thing that we are doing is increasing exposure to credible,

authoritative content on vaccinations.”

Rather than putting public health Arst, such as pushing for safety studies into vaccination, WHO’s

history clearly illustrates its allegiance to Big Pharma and other industries. WHO, for instance, has

downplayed the health effects caused by the 1986 Chernobyl nuclear disaster, stating that only

50 deaths were directly caused by the incident and “a total of up to 4,000 people could eventually

die of radiation exposure” from the disaster.

WHO signed an agreement with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), which is

“promoting peaceful use of atomic energy,” in 1959, making it subordinate to the agency in relation

to ionizing radiation.

WHO’s response to the Fukushima radiation disaster in 2011 was also criticized, with evidence of a

high-level coverup.  WHO once again downplayed the risks, stating “the predicted risks are low and

no observable increases in cancer rates above baseline rates are anticipated.”

WHO also received more than $1.6 million from opioid giant Purdue from 1999 to 2010 and used

industry-supported opioid data to incorporate into its odcial pro-opioid guidelines. According to

the Alliance of Human Research Protection, WHO’s collaboration with Purdue led to expanded

opioid use and global addiction.

Due to its acceptance of private money, a review in the Journal of Integrative Medicine & Therapy

went so far as to say the corruption of WHO is the “biggest threat to the world’s public health of our

time,” particularly as it relates to WHO’s drug recommendations — including its “list of essential

medicines” — which it believes is biased and not reliable.

Given the strong and ongoing evidence that WHO is heavily conFicted and controlled by industry, its

usefulness as a guardian of public health needs to be seriously reevaluated.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best seller. With hundreds of thousands

of copies sold, it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating so grab your copy of the #1 best-selling book on

Amazon today before Biden bans it.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

2,243 ratings

ORDER NOW
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This false pandemic is a project of deception and lies that leads to a loss of freedom, misery and the poison of the vaccine, it is a

trajectory to transhumanism within a global governance whose destiny is to lead the world in the “Great Reset”. We are facing a group

of corrupt actors, the World Economic Forum, WHO, the CDC, FDA, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, etc., who form a great trap

so that a virus is formed in their networks that must be fought with the snake venom.

The Gates Foundation's money comes from investments in large companies, serving as a Trojan horse for corporate interests to direct

WHO's role in setting standards and shaping health policies. WHO is a corporate interest agency where 80% of WHO funding comes

from “voluntary contributions” provided by private donors, including pharmaceutical companies, telecommunications, agrochemicals,

and industry groups such as Bill's Global Vaccine and Immunization Alliance. Gates (GAVI). CEPI, Gavi and the WHO have launched

COVAX to ensure equitable access to COVID-19 vaccines. The "ECOHEALTH ALLIANCE" is the great coordinator of these responses,

Like the WHO, the CDC has a history of pushing harmful vaccines. Fauci who was leading the response to the coronavirus in the US,

since the NIAID had funded the "gain of function" research in the Wuhan lab. Fauci funded the work to manipulate coronaviruses and

then became the voice of the response to the coronavirus pandemic while working closely with Bill Gates' GAVI initiative. Fauci has

boasted that NIAID and GAVI are working together to push vaccines forward. The individuals and agencies driving the coronavirus fear

have a history of unethical behaviors, including promoting pandemics to push vaccines, and seek long-term gains through the

implementation of a highly controlled society. All a psychological operation used for the "Great Reset".
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COVID vaccines continue to be the subject of the largest human subject experiment ever conducted. Attorney Martin makes it

clear that in his opinion, the proper culmination of this embezzlement saga should end the multiple criminal prosecutions of the

likes of Anthony Fauci, Ralph Baric, Peter Daszak, Zheng-Li Shi, Bill Gates, the Dr. Neil. Ferguson and many more. Attorney David

E. Martin explains it in this report. www.davidmartin.world/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/The_Fauci_COVID-19_Do..  

The career path of Gates, great leader of the WHO, from Microsoft's monopoly on Monsanto's GMOs and now to depopulation

through the eugenics of vaccines represents a deeply destructive and concerted effort to dominate our lives. These mandates

are intended to help lay the foundation for the future development of a standardized and universalized means of accumulating

data about every person on earth. "They constitute a gateway to mass slaughter, by the billions"

dailyexpose.co.uk/2021/05/01/an-interview-with-dr-mike-yeadon-vaccine-..  

The manufactured crisis of COVID is calculated to chain us to a future of captivity without us having the opportunity to properly

examine, evaluate and debate our options to combat a technocracy that turns us into transhumans, genetically altered us, and

to mix our biology with computational power of ArtiAcial Intelligence. We must insist on a return to informed consent as the

foundation for all aspects of our self-government. We must Aght against tyranny, we must prevent the Great Reset.
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Why the WHO Is a Corrupt, Unhealthy Organization
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola % Fact Checked

“TrustWHO,” a documentary Alm produced by Lilian Franck, reveals the clandestine inFuences that are controlling the World Health Organization, to

the peril of public health

&

Bill Gates is WHO’s No. 1 funder, contributing more to WHO’s $4.84 billion biennial budget than any member-state government&

Pharmaceutical companies previously inFuenced WHO’s 2009 pandemic declaration; experts later called swine Fu a “false pandemic” that was

driven by Big Pharma, which then cashed in on the health scare

&

WHO has strong allegiance to China, and its investigation into COVID-19’s origin was a “fake” investigation from the start&

Even prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, WHO released a statement that it had been in discussions with Facebook to “ensure people can access

authoritative information on vaccines and reduce the spread of inaccuracies”

&

WHO’s history clearly illustrates its allegiance to Big Pharma and other industries, including downplaying the health effects caused by the 1986

Chernobyl nuclear disaster and collaborating with opioid giant Purdue

&

Given the strong and ongoing evidence that WHO is heavily conFicted and controlled by industry, its usefulness as a guardian of public health needs

to be seriously reevaluated
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Thanks so much for your excellent summaries, Gui.  I think that Bill Gates at one point demanded to have the status of a country

for his membership at the WHO, but appropriately was refused.  I'd like to know who refused his demand.
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Makes me think of a couple of Bible verses... Daniel 2:43 “And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle

themselves with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay.” And Revelation

13: 16-18 “And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their

foreheads: and that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name.

Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is

Six hundred threescore and six.”
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Thank you Retsbew, unaware of that request. Gates, not being a member of the WHO, also has a great advantage, he does not

have a direct responsibility for the prosecutions that the WHO may be subjected to. WHO has a global work program decided by

its member states, with strategies for a global action program, which are developed and reviewed by its board of directors. It is

clear that these strategies are reshaped based on the power exercised by donor foundations and companies. The Agure of the

Gates Foundation, although we all know that Bill Gates is a wealthy philanthropist with great inFuence in setting the global

health agenda, gives him power but a responsibility that is more didcult to prove.

Gates cannot formally set the WHO agenda in the same way as member states, but if the billionaire behind the foundation

called the WHO director-general, he would be sure to be at the Gates Foundation headquarters shortly. Gates reaps rejects. It

appears that the secret organization, The Illuminati, has rejected the admission of billionaire philanthropist Bill Gates. Some feel

that the organization is completely Actitious, but others believe that the Illuminati controls all the media except the Weekly

World News. A spokesperson for the Gates Foundation noted: “Mr. Gates has worked for this his entire life. With all the control

he has in the world, and all the conspiracy theories attributed to him, it seemed like a disaster to be granted membership. the

Illuminati admitted billionaire George Soros. That made Bill Gates feel even worse for being denied.

weeklyworldnews.com/headlines/180967/bill-gates-rejected-by-the-illumi..
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I noticed you included the David Martin link multiple times.  Wow.  Appreciate you Gui.
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Good quotes, Raythe4th, that link to reality. The image of the beasts described in the Book of Revelation may well correspond to

the vaccinations and tyranny that is established in the Great Reset. Those who dwell on Earth are tricked into making an image

of the beast as a means of worshiping its authority. Those who struggle not to conform to the authority of the beast should be

blessed through freedom, which can be related to grace ruling in the presence of Christ as priests during the thousand-year

reign. Death has no power over these individuals who were victorious over the beast by not being deceived.
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* "World Health Organization (WHO) —  Founded in 1948 by 61 member states whose contributions initially Ananced the

organization, WHO was quickly inAltrated by industry." This is a major problem, as nearly all organizations eventually fall under

the inFuence of this treatment, if not, then drummed out of existence. One way or another to Big to Fail's or very important

wealthy people with enormous inFuence & no accountability worm their way into everything. This is what got Michael Moore

into trouble for pointing out the inFuence of Big $$$ on the Environmental Organizations. If you can set aside whether you are

fer or agin the Environmental issues & see this undue power over nearly group in one way or another.

More often than one would like to think, Big $$$ backs both "horses in the race." Hell, they don't own, they just control not only

the "horses," but the track, the parking lot, the concessions, the roads, gas stations, etc. Rent collectors with no signiAcant

repercussions from negatives. The few we may see end up in tepid water usually get a slap on the hand, mostly public

embarrassment & most likely they have stepped on the toes of someone higher up the food chain. * " Bill Gates is still the No. 1

funder, contributing *** more to WHO’s $4.84 billion biennial budget4 than any member-state government." *** Think of that,

how is this good?  *  “Gates has used his money strategically to infect the international aid agencies with his distorted

self-serving priorities." Private vs. Public? A difference without a distinction, one can not see where one ends and the other

begins.
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Guillemou, Thank you for all the information, you always make an interesting and informative read. The cat is out of the bag.

Gates is well and truly embroiled along with all the other authorities in this farse. It saddens me to think of all the damage pain

and suffering, on the duped people believing it all. These evil ones responsible will not be brought to justice any time soon, they

are still in control.
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Thanks, Anawah. Attorney David Martin investigation is worth it: “The CDC reported the Arst case of SARS-CoV like illness in the

United States in January 2020 with the CDC’s Epidemic Intelligence Service reporting 650 clinical cases and 210 tests. Given

that the suspected pathogen was Arst implicated in odcial reports on December 31, 2019, one can only conclude that CDC: a)

had the mechanism and wherewithal to conduct tests to conArm the existence of a “novel coronavirus”; or, b) did not have said

mechanism and falsely reported the information in January. It tests credulity to suggest that the WHO or the CDC could

manufacture and distribute tests for a “novel” pathogen when their own subsequent record on development and deployment of

tests has been shown to be without reliability. Over 5000 patents and patent applications have included reference to SARS

Coronavirus dating back to priority dates of1998. They are summarized below.”
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Hi G, what do you think about other de-wormers, would they work as well as Ivermectin? Panacur-C is much easier to get.

Thanks for your knowledge!
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Excellent posts Gui!  At some point, someone must ask questions, but when bringing up these points, I was shut down by

people who listen to media (it's always by 24/7 news watchers!) ... they don't think anything of the connection of money leading

the way with this.  Mr. Philathropist can do no wrong.  Ugh.  In listening to Dr. Merritt, she states: "Fauci is a paid man and Gates

is the biggest vaccine supplier in the world and the biggest contributor to the WHO ..."  clearly he has too much money and is

buying his way into everything he possibly can - because he can!   This is a fascinating listen:

forlifeonearth.weebly.com/dr-lee-merritt-the-end-game-of-the-vaccines-..
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Just, very well deAned, Big $$$, the history of the great magnates who have become masters of this world, imposing the

pharmaceutical industry, the food industry, the agrochemical industry, etc. They control everything and impose the tyranny that

suits them to increase your power and Big $$$. This phrase from you is very meaningful and ingenious, it says it all: "Hell, they

don't own, they just control not only the" horses, "but the track, the parking lot, the concessions, the roads, gas stations , etc."

Yes, Just and we can go over the history of the Bill Gates fortune. Like the Terminator played by Arnold Schwarzenegger in the

movies, Sperminator is a highly intelligent death machine that seeks to use high technology to destroy the future of humanity.

When it comes to Bill Gates and his dehumanization agenda, it's hard to know where to start: GMOs, vaccines, gene targeting

technology, genetically modiAed mosquitoes, 5G technology, etc. With Bill Gates' economic might in government institutions

and Moderna's investments in mRNA vaccines, two forces that are hard to contain have come together. Moderna is open about

the use of mRNA not only for this disease, covid-19.

Bill Gates, Tony Fauci, and the rest of the mad scientists of our world previously planned the Covid 19 Plandemic and rapid-track

vaccines. The idea of transforming humanity into operating systems. Moderna is a vehicle for globalists, on the road to

manipulating human molecular functions. They are God with human DNA and biological processes. Humans who succumb to

mRNA vaccines will need to receive updates from their cells to adapt their immune systems to their environment. It is a vehicle

for transhumanism. grandmageri422.me/2021/03/02/playing-god-head-of-moderna-says-that-the..
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Thank you very much, MoMac46. Yes, the hope is that the tyranny to which humanity is subjected will come to light and the

crimes of the villains will be tried. The Gates family's legacy has long been one of attempting to dominate and control the

world's systems, including in the areas of technology, medicine, and now agriculture. Through the Foundation, Bill Gates can

avoid taxes while maintaining control of assets and using that control to inFuence public and private policy regarding

pharmaceuticals, vaccines and GMOs. Bill Gates's obsession with vaccines appears to be fueled by a megalomaniac willingness

to experiment with the lives of "inferior human beings." https://youtu.be/WUJMR3BUm2s
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Hi therealjones, As you know. Dr. Mercola also reported,  he Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC), published three

different COVID-19 Protocols, all of which include the use of ivermectin: I-MASK +: a prevention and treatment protocol in time

from home. covid19criticalcare.com/covid-19-protocols/i-mask-plus-protocol/   I-MATH +: a hospital treatment protocol. The

clinical and scientiAc rationale for this protocol was peer-reviewed and published in the Journal of Intensive Care Medicine in

mid-December 2020. covid19criticalcare.com/.../math-plus-protocol  I-RECOVER: a long-term management protocol for

sequelae covid19criticalcare.com/.../i-recover-protocol
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Excellent also your comment and link, Trazy, this video links to yours. It is praiseworthy that Dr. Merritt joins a growing list of

medical professionals who view forced vaccinations as a crime against humanity at the level of the Holocaust.

www.brighteon.com/85761cb5-b202-4d89-b36d-cc920319ab73   The reality is that humanity is subjected to an infamous

tyranny. Medical systems are threatening doctors and nurses with dismissal if they fail to comply with forced vaccinations.

Universities threaten to deny education to students if they do not comply. Corporations threaten to segregate people from

venues, Fights, and other social gatherings if they don't comply. It is the way of the Graat Reset. This world needs many

scientists and doctors to prevent it. More than 100,000 doctors and various healthcare professionals have now rallied against

the government-planned genocide, and the pharmaceutical giants are poised to begin the slaughter in long-term care homes via

an unproven vaccine they deliberately omitted. animal

testing.brandnewtube.com/watch/ask-the-experts-covid-19-vaccine-now-banned-on-..
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Hi GUI, I could be wrong about this. But the link showing that Gates was denied membership by the Illuminati may be from one

of those satirical publications. There is one that is popular here in The Midwest known as The Onion. I know several people who

have been tricked into falling for some of the articles in The Onion.
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Hi Gui and all, great and well expressed understanding and posts.  We here are clearly all on the same team!  Ray, you need to

keep posting the good Words from the Bible because they are True and trustworthy.  Consider yourself warned humanity.  The

*graphene they are injecting under deceptive cover of vaxx has to be the iron that Prophet Daniel saw mixing with the clay,

which is man.  Graphene is programmable and this feels like an attempted take over of God’s children, by some dark and

heartless entity..  (this can only happen if you choose it with your free will.  It’s  not too late to stand up for and protect all God’s

loved ones and blood ).   Gui I appreciate your interpretations of all whole situation as well as Ray’s profound quotes.  God Bless

Everyone.  *This is an intense video but esp the beginning has clips on programmable matter:

 www.bitchute.com/.../kO5vnadvJps8
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What an amazing summary of the insidious corruption by the companies you listed above. Thank you for putting it all into a

condensed package for us to see..the scale and depth of evil is breathtaking. But I still have hope that this evil will be

obliterated by the amount of good that exists on this planet. -Eileen .... Still thankful to be here in Switzerland, but nonetheless

acutely aware that things could change in a Fash.
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Thank you very much Dude, it is probably as you say. It seems that if the Illuminati currently exist, they are integrated into the

summit of Davos and the Great Recet. This nationalgeographic link describes the history and structure of the Illuminati

www.nationalgeographic.com/history/history-magazine/article/proAle-ad..  Dude, me learning:

"The Onion is an American satirical digital media company and newspaper organization that publishes articles on international,

national, and local news. The company is based in Chicago but originated as a weekly print publication on August 29, 1988 in

Madison , Wisconsin. The Onion's articles cover current events, both real and Actional, parodying the tone and format of

traditional news organizations with stories, editorials, and man-on-the-street interviews using a traditional news website layout

and an editorial voice modeled after that of the Associated Press. The publication's humor often depends on presenting

mundane, everyday events as newsworthy, surreal, or alarming.” en.wikipedia.org/.../The_Onion
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Thank you very much, dear Luvvvy, I know your deep religious beliefs and your knowledge of the Bible, for this I express my

gratitude for your comment, assessment and excellent link.
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Thank you very much Eileenruth, you have deAned it perfectly: "the scale and depth of evil is breathtaking." We are both on the

same continent, I live in Spain. I am reading that the Swiss Government decided not to extend the COVID certiAcate requirement

for now. However, the various social and political sectors have endorsed this measure, so that Bern will be able to apply it. Let's

hope that freedoms are not diminished in this country with a democratic tradition.
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Thanks Gui, I almost forgot to say .. that the Lord Jesus Himself and The Holy Spirit, were upon me today and that is the True

reason I had any energy to post at all.  As we say when we gather in His Name  — “Peace be with you”.
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Dear Luvvvy, you are always blessed by the light of God. You will know these quotes: "The Light of Christ is the divine energy,

power, or inFuence that proceeds from God through Christ and gives life and light to all things. The Light of Christ inFuences

people for good and prepares them to receive the Holy Ghost . One manifestation of the Light of Christ is what we call a

conscience." ::: "Conscience is a manifestation of the Light of Christ, enabling us to judge good from evil. The prophet Mormon

taught:" The Spirit of Christ is given to every man, that he may know good from evil; wherefore, I show unto you the way to

judge; for every thing which inviteth to do good, and to persuade to believe in Christ, is sent forth by the power and gift of Christ;
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judge; for every thing which inviteth to do good, and to persuade to believe in Christ, is sent forth by the power and gift of Christ;

wherefore ye may know with a perfect knowledge it is of God.… "(Moroni 7 : 16, 18)
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Another victim of the lies of this false pandemic. The Biscayan journalist Olatz Vázquez died this morning at home, at the age of

27, due to gastric cancer that was diagnosed in June 2020, according to 'Cadena Ser'. Olatz Vázquez: "Cancer has taken away

my fear of dying" Throughout these months, Vázquez denounced in the media and social networks that he was a collateral

victim of the covid-19 pandemic: last year's state of alarm delayed the endoscopy in which he was diagnosed a few months

later than he was touching, a malignant tumor in the stomach. "Due to the pandemic, 21% fewer cases of cancer have been

diagnosed [in relation to the stage of home conAnement]: people did not go to hospitals, tests were delayed. An advanced

cancer pandemic is coming, they have forgotten us ", explained the young woman, just two months ago, in an interview.

estaticos-cdn.elperiodico.com/clip/ab4549f0-1aea-4dc0-98f5-63ff96ab981..
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Dude01, Yes, the Onion. Some articles are so well written that, if you don't know, it's easy to be fooled. Others in the same vein

are rt (Russia Times) and Pravda. Much of rt is written as if it's factual. I've even seen it referenced on this website, much to my

dismay. Pravda is just Saturday Night Live in print. They spent 70 years as the mouthpiece for the Soviet Union and, I guess, just

can't help themselves. Do they realize how funny they are? I don't know.
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Some time during 2020 Polly Toomey (sp??) did a video with a major chart of the interconnectedness of Bill Gates and other

players.  Fauci, it appears, sits on 2 of the Gates' Boards and is personally vested in at least 2 of the vaccines in which Gates

invests/promotes. Give Gates publicaly admitted commitment to link vaccines and population control; ie, eugenics, we see

Fauci involved up to his rotten neck in such political chicanery.  

I have been trying to And that chart again as it names names and puts them out in clear connection with the rest of the

nefarious bunch.  it clearly makes the point that none of these organizations are independent and all their money is connected

to the Bill and Melinda Gates group.  It took awhile to expose the ALEC group of the Koch brothers with their behind the scenes

conspiratorial  writing and promoting of laws that they wanted, laws that cut voting rights, curbed civil liberties and promoted

unregulated corporate/Anance interests.  Eventually many corporations left that group due to the bad publicity that was

affecting their corporations.  We need a similar but much bigger effort against Gates, Fauci, WHO, CDC, FDA, USDA and the

pharma corporations!
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Notice what the witnesses for Jehovah say about the UN.www.jw.org/.../search .
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An investigative journalist asking the WHO about any kind of corruption is like asking Satans secretary if he is a liar.
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If the word gets out that Ivermectin works against COVID, then the lock downs,  vaccination, vaccine passports, and mask

requirements are meaningless and their narrative is shown to be a massive fraud.

Now there is more fake news about ivermectin that has been exposed.

"Rolling Stone 'Horse Dewormer' Hit-Piece Debunked After Hospital Says No Ivermectin Overdoses"

www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/rolling-stone-horse-dewormer-hit-piece-debu..

"Fake News: The strange campaign against ivermectin escalates"

www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/09/fake_news_the_campaign_against_iv..
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What if group of corrupt actors, the World Economic Forum, WHO, the CDC, FDA, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation were

suddenly denied medical care, groceries and services?

What if truckers refused to deliver to states and municipalities requiring the jab as a condition for employment?

Instead of 70% vax rate goals, what if 70% of parents showed up at school board meeting to protest required vax and masking

mandates?

What if we had real leadership instead of a puppet president?  We also need a congress that serves constituents instead of just

going to WA DC to feather their own nests.
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM
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Another absolutely  "outstanding and "spot on" post" Sir.  I have always disliked and criticized the U.N.  for being a misnamed

and corrupt organization with liberal / left leaning leadership.  This goes triple for the WHO, CDC and FDA. The FDA in particular

took a terrible turn for the worse 20 plus years back when the leadership and most staff members were all former employees of

Big Pharma companies. That is when dangerous toxic concoctions began to be approved not by scientists or doctors but people

with Anancially motivated interests that came for the Pig Pharma corporations.  I wrote hundreds of letters to members of

Congress begging them to investigate the inner workings and leadership of the FDA because instead of working as an agency

whose forming charter was one to "protect the American public from unscrupulous characters and businesses" it has lost all

semblance to that original purpose. Obviously, my letters were a waste of my time and my belief that Congress was anything

more than a group of old "ruling class elitists" who cared nothing about  "we the people".
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Joined On 9/11/2008 11:47:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Their dark deeds have been exposed by the light of truth.  Self-proclaimed world rulers have set themselves against the Lord, His

anointed and against humanity.  If and when people start dying en masse, it will be the signal that we will have to reconsider our

position of co-existence and do what is necessary to protect the lives of those remaining.  It is an egregious and heavy task but no

less necessary for the survival of the human race.  "I am for peace, but when I speak, they are for war!" Ps 120:7
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, el-graf, when minds awaken from their slumber, and the epidemic of present and future death and disease from the venom

of the serpent, becomes more evident in the light of disbelievers, humanity will Fourish again. We are in a world where tyranny

and corruption reign. Many citizens feel on the fringes of the world economy, globalization, the technological revolution, public

policies .... Shakespeare deAned in his plays the psychological proAle of the sovereign despot.

This is how Stephen Greenblat, Harvard Humanities Professor, Pulitzer Prize Winner and founder of the New Historicism current

in the 1980s, reads it in his essay The Tyrant. Shakespeare and politics, where he reviews the playwright's villains.

Shakespeare's tyrants do not hesitate to let the people starve, plot wicked plots, betray and torture. Where are the tyrants now?

They are those who meet in Davos, those of the World Economic Forum, the WHO. billionaire philanthropists, multinational

pharmaceutical companies, etc., who trap government institutions in their networks

The way to silence the opposition is by making a lot of noise so that people do not hear, with daily tweets and news

bombardments. We are before unscrupulous leaders who manage to seduce the masses by building a magical space where

humanity will be a slave to charity, will become transhuman, lose their soul and their freedom unless they understand that

deception must come to an end.
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Powerful and well said posts.  Thank you.
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Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Alex Jones publicly  takes his Ivermectin on TV and calls Fauci a "murdering maggot" twitter.com/.../1434097724664680450
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, NW. Fauci and the CDC. they are lying because people have found out that ivermectin kills COVID-19, and if a $ 3 drug kills

that disease, then there is no reason to take the dangerous and ineffective gene therapy masquerading as a COVID-19 'vaccine'

Explains radio host Hal Turner. www.thepharmaletter.com/article/usa-clears-ivermectin-for-human-use   This shameful

demonstration by the CDC only proves that the so-called "public health agency" has the mission of Alling the pockets of

scammers like its current director Rochelle Walensky, whose husband has funneled millions of US taxpayer dollars disguised as

"research grants." https://archive.ph/7832n  redstate.com/scotthounsell/2021/08/06/exclusive-cdc-director-walenskys..
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Yesss, great Aght back.
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Thank you Gui for your posts and links.  Thank you Luvvy.  May God Bless the Aghtback!!   It's ironic that the World Health

Organisation is not even faintly interested in health - but rather control - and destroying our God given rights.  This simple image

exposes their evil plans: twitter.com/.../1   Meanwhile Truth-Speaker and Freedom-Fighter Robert F Kennedy Jr calls out the

corrupt Govts who are declaring war against their own people:  twitter.com/.../1432562424390037504
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Gui--would love a copy of that article you mention on the 1996 approval of Ivermectin.  I tried to get the free trial but it won't give

access to that article.  If you have a pdf of it could you send it to me please?
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Shared via messenger FB
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Alex should keep calm. Maggots will come in useful when the corpses of liars need to be eaten up. What a feast there will be

one day.
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Thank You Dr Mercola ......with respect and love , Jennifer in Cape Town
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How Big Pharma Corrupts American health--The American Thinker: www.americanthinker.com/.../9_3_2021_16_42.html
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Almond a very signiAcant link. You can add these hidden treasures of corruption: ‘Recipes for Regulatory Corruption’: How CDC,

NIH Pull in Millions From Licensing Deals, Including COVID-Related Technologies Aggregated data for Ascal year 2020 show the

NIH and CDC collected a combined $63.4 million in royalty revenues under a business model that allows the NIH to grant

technology licenses to the private sector. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/regulatory-corruption-cdc-nih-mill..  (07/28/21)

Big Pharma Wrote 10,000 Checks Worth $9 Million to Help Elect State Politicians in 2020. Big Pharma targets bipartisan

lawmakers in inFuential positions who can affect decisions that affect the industry. Once elected, lawmakers are tempted with

lucrative job promises after leaving odce. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/big-pharma-lobbyists-spent-9-milli..  (07/09/2)

Before COVID, Gates Planned Social Media Censorship of Vaccine Safety Advocates With Pharma, CDC, Media, China and CIA.

In October 2019, shortly before the COVID outbreak, Gates and other powerful individuals began planning how to censor

vaccine safety advocates from social media during a table-top simulation of a worldwide pandemic, known as Event 201.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/gates-planned-social-media-censors..  (03/11/21)

CDC RECEIVES MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN INDUSTRY GIFTS AND FUNDING. “Despite the agency’s disclaimer, the CDC does

receive millions of dollars in industry gifts and funding, both directly and indirectly, and several recent CDC actions and

recommendations have raised questions about the science it cites, the clinical guidelines it promotes, and the money it is

taking.” healthimpactnews.com/2015/can-we-trust-the-cdc-british-medical-journal..
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Dear Dr. Mercola and friends, I wrote this or rather channelled in 2005 when I foresaw these dark times. Witness the prophecies:

Mayan, Indian, 3rd coming:  the golden age will come again. INTEGRITY: And Integrity will be your password And Humility your guard

And you shall walk in the path of the Light Bringing Light to those who do not yet have the Light, You are not the Light, just the Bearer

of the Light, And the soul of the Light Bearer will be Alled with gratitude. You will sing with the swallows and dance with the Universe

And if Love is the weft of the Universe Then Gratitude is the weave And Light is the cloth of consciousness. No, it is not you who

speaks: You are the Singer, not the Song, You are the Bearer, not the Light, The Whisperer, not the Words As you walk in the path of the

Light Bringing Light to those who do not yet have the Light. For where there is Light There can be no darkness And the Light is the

Light of True Love And True Love is of the Light And the Light emanates from the source Who is Love And Light is the Messenger of

the Love.

So walk in the path of the Light And be the Light Bearer  For if Love is the weft, Then Gratitude is the weave And Light is the cloth of

consciousness – Light is the cloak of the Messenger Who brings the Light to shine? So that darkness disappears. For when Light

appears, Dark cannot; For when Love appears, Hate cannot; For when Joy appears, Sadness cannot; And all Light and Love emanates

from the Source And each of us carries a spark of the Source Which shall be lit by the Light of the Light Bearers. So – Polish your

Lanterns, My Sons, Polish your Lanterns, My Daughters, For the Source of the Light draws ever nearer So the Lanterns may be lit To

light the path of Men. And Humility will be your password And Integrity your guard As you walk in the path of the Light-Bearer  Bringing

Light to those who do not yet have the Light And the Souls of Men shall be Alled with Gratitude, Joy, Love and Light forever.
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truebluehealth
Joined On 6/24/2016 8:57:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for sharing your wonderful words of Inspiration and Light, we must all unite with Love and Gratitude and stay strong

together in Spirit to defeat the darkness coming, blessings to you and all you love and hold dear
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for your inspiring and uplifting words pipblanc
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If there are still those who trust such organization says more about them then the WHO. Until these organizations are stripped and

vetted and replaced by even more vetted people of integrity who are actually held to account by a non biased panel designated

(watchdogs) to oversee any sign of corruption this all simply continues. Same applies to the FDA, CDC NIH and the list goes on. These

agencies all wreak of corruption...
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cat6071
Joined On 5/28/2014 8:15:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My neighbor who passed away in Ohio hospital was refused Ivermectin.  Only give Remdesivir.  Fraudci’s patented crap.  His friend

sent me this link last night.  Japan cares more about their people.

dreddymd.com/2021/08/29/japanese-medical-association-tells-doctors-to-..
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angiemelzer
Joined On 3/14/2012 2:43:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cat6071, I'm so sorry to hear of your friends death over negligence of hospital and doctors attending him. Where in Ohio was he

in the hospital? I'm trying to obtain ivermectin and bit having any success.
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am sorry about your friend’s passing too Cat.  I love you sharing on your friend’s behalf.  As the saying goes. “Speak the truth

and Shame the Devil”.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I viewed an incredible video stating how all hospitals were/are ordered to give this drug and NOT the other truly life saving ones

of course. Remdesivir destroys the kidneys so they essentially end up drowning and on a scan it looks like COVID, so this is the

cause of death. All those deaths last year?.. Murder...then prevent family from visiting and being their advocat?.. they can do

what ever the heck they want once on that damn ventilator.  Fauci is exalted when this little garden gnome is the biggest mass

murderer in history continuing his murderous walk that began over twenty years ago.......how can others not see the deception

and truth RIGHT in FRONT of their faces???!!
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remdesivir is deadly, because it shot down the kidneys...Period
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God bless his soul. Remdesivir is a killing tool: www.bitchute.com/.../gJm9YGiaoOfe
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tanya_marquette
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My condolensces over your friend's transition.  Such cases make me note how people are being allowed to die just to prove the

case of the pharma gene therapy drugs.  i am convinced people are literally being sacriAced to keep fear up to promote these

toxic drugs that will utterly destroy our humanity.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gates "Why isn't the WHO What's on Arst for health." Fauci: "They aren't? What's on Arst?"  Gates: "No, I Don't Know's on Arst, and on the

other team, I Don't Give a Damn!" Fauci: "Who's on second?" Gates: "Nobody's on second." Fauci: "What about turd." Gates: "Just half a

shoe, a sole." Fauci: "Shortstop?" Gates: "Pi, sir. They've got you coming and going." Fauci: "They've got the Boosters too!" Gates: "Strike

Three!" Fauci: "Who's the ref?" Gates: "No, not Who. They're just a spectator  that got a free pass. The ref left the game in disgust."

Fauci: "I'm getting confused..." Gates: "Tag, You're out!"
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

navisos and all... It would be prudent to put some ivermectin on your medicinary shelf while you can. I think a universal vaccine

mandate would lead to civil war. Maybe that is the goal--to create civil unrest and chaos, leaving a void in leadership for tyrants

to All.  Hasn't anyone noticed the downward slide?  The large numbers of people being Ared or quitting rather than get vaxed?

 Educators, nurses and medical workers, truckers, bus drivers, agricultural workers...  The only thing we seem to have an excess

of is bureaucrats and politicians who want to run your life but cannot manage their own life and family.

If there is a shortage of agricultural workers and truckers, you will need a self-reliance plan for "healthy" food.  Don't be

surprised if fake meat and GMO crops are promoted as a solution. Buy a copy of this book so you can highlight and write notes

in the margin.  It is a keeper.  DISSOLVING ILLUSIONS, by Suzanne Humphies, etc..  After viewing her impressive research, you

will prob realize the entire vaccination program has been a failure.  If anything, it has made people's health worse.  "The experts"

do not know the history of vaccination so they cannot learn form the mistakes of earlier generations.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Japan's vice premier says WHO should be renamed the 'Chinese Health Organization' for its role in helping Beijing cover up the

severity of the coronavirus outbreak. Referring to a petition that now has nearly 700,000 signatures calling for the resignation of

WHO director general Tedros Adhanom, Taro Aso attacked the organization for conspiring with China and failing to stop a

global pandemic that could have been prevented. The World Health Organization repeatedly ampliAed Chinese propaganda that

the coronavirus outbreak was under control, including a tweet from January 14 that falsely claimed that there was no

person-to-person transmission of the disease, even though this had occurred. in December.

summit.news/2020/04/01/japanese-vp-the-who-should-be-renamed-the-chine..  ~ https://youtu.be/U-746eJGyUI  ~

twitter.com/.../1217043229427761152

COVID vaccines continue to be the subject of the largest human subject experiment ever conducted. Attorney Martin makes it

clear that in his opinion, the proper culmination of this embezzlement saga should end the multiple criminal prosecutions of the

likes of Anthony Fauci, Ralph Baric, Peter Daszak, Zheng-Li Shi, Bill Gates, the Dr. Neil. Ferguson and many more. Attorney David

E. Martin explains it in this report. www.davidmartin.world/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/The_Fauci_COVID-19_Do..
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mni3972
Joined On 12/9/2013 5:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With their (noting Gates as a major player) accumulation of wealth, they change the rules.  Ref's are no longer allowed at the

game and they scheduled the game's location where ref's are not required.  Sarcasm aside, my question is can our world

effectively survive with Gates on it?
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond. What is the human dose for Ivermectin? I have been reading stories that many have become sick from ivermectin due

to the fact people are taking the full horse/animal dose not human dose. I think Missouri has lots of people sick in hospitals.

Thanks!
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mni3972: Referees were dispensed with a long time ago, but that doesn't stop Gates from making up new facts.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi fvtomasch, In the link you have the protocols and the dose. The Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC),

published three different COVID-19 Protocols, all of which include the use of ivermectin: I-MASK +: a prevention and treatment

protocol in time from home. covid19criticalcare.com/covid-19-protocols/i-mask-plus-protocol/   I-MATH +: a hospital treatment

protocol. The clinical and scientiAc rationale for this protocol was peer-reviewed and published in the Journal of Intensive Care

Medicine in mid-December 2020. covid19criticalcare.com/.../math-plus-protocol  I-RECOVER: a long-term management

protocol for sequelae covid19criticalcare.com/.../i-recover-protocol
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ghenn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. M, in my twilight moments before awakening thoughts that bounced around in my head made me realize you are one of the front

runners for ‘Do No Harm’. After a lifetime of harm, I have attained a position to not get near a Dr or dentist, I would rather ‘cash out’ as

they say. But before I do, Thank You, keep trying to steer humanity back onto the track’s ... of health.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Health is the best medicine, the best cure."  - The Healthicine Creed. / Most medicines make no claim and no attempt to cure.

To your health, Tracy
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cat6071
Joined On 5/28/2014 8:15:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not many reply buttons on here!  Thank you guys! Cleveland Hospital, and you’re correct!  That’s exactly what happened!  His

kidneys shut down!  Put on vent, and Fraudci’s drug.  I still can’t believe he went down that fast!!
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Attn Mercola Friends:  --It's vital to start lobbying your Congressional delegation to replace Fauci as Biden's chief public-health policy

advisor on the covid "problem". If your delegation is unresponsive, reach out to anti-Fauci MC's (members of Congress) on the various

Public Health committees and sub-committees, including Armed Services committee (chair: Adam Smith WN-9th dist)  --Provide a list

of names to your MC's for alternative advisors. Solicit and VET these names Arst. The BEST advisors nearly always need to be

RECRUITED for the position. . . Don't forget that Dr. Scott Atlas came from somewhere; someone recommended him to Trump. Altho

widely ridiculed by the elite dark forces funding the press and other civic orgs, at the fed and municipal level, the abandonment of

Fauci by Trump sent a message.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just imagine if Atlas would have been in position from the get go of the scamdemic...
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tanya_marquette
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The problem I see is that this country has been so effectively divided into 2 camps that if you reach out to the right then the left

will have nothing to do with you and vice versa.  Your suggestion will work only if we can begin to talk to all across the specturm

with respect and the goal of creating a coalition, at least on this issue.  This issue should not be a political party wedge issue

but the corporate control mantle must be exposed and that has to be the focus of our work.  Do you agree?
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I haven't yet come up with an appropriate reverse acronym for WHO, any suggestions?  The US Fearmongering and Death

Administration (FDA) was easy, likewise, the Center for Disinformation and Corruption (CDC).
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message
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World HARM organization?.....  not fabulous but not too many 'H' words that At the bill...  ;-)  although I haven't had my dandelion

tea yet...  ;-) still early....
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Civil war, eh?   Governments have already declared war by attempting to enforce, bribe or threaten experimental medical interventions

on adults, depriving them of freedom of movement, right of assembly, freedom of speech, informed consent and on children without

parental consent. They are no better than the fascist regimes we fought against in the last World War and have demonstrated their

allegiance to forces defying the Hippocratic Oath and are hell bent on eugenist, world depopulation. If that’s not war, I can’t imagine a

more threatening declaration.

Humphries’ book demolishes the inconvenient truth that it was not vaccination but improved social conditions, sewage infrastructure,

better nutrition, better housing, reducing mass poverty that led to infectious disease reduction.  I do remember  Harold Macmillan’s

“You’ve never had it so good” speech in 1957,  as post war local councils built huge affordable council estates in the suburbs with

large gardens, children’s play facilities and plenty of fresh air - an alternative to  working class Victorian slum dwelling.

Another book which may hopefully ramp up our awareness  is “The Contagion Myth” by Thomas Cowan and Sally Fallon Morrell. We

must move on from an obsession with the red herrings of viruses and pseudo-vaccinations to the main agenda - the elephant in the

room. The Arst fatalities in Northern Italy last year where 5G had been recently introduced gives a clue - our ‘philanthropic’ corporate

brethren plan our demise by destroying the human energy environment on a planetary scale via 5G by satellite.  This  is an

environmental, not a viral threat to mankind.  Things begin to look a little different, once you take that idea on board.
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So true Cabochon. I And it ironic that the usual suspects who have gained their obscene wealth by plundering the planet’s

resources are now the ones who are making a grab for what’s left. Depopulation by 5g to their manageable quota (by 2030?),

then switch it off. Sounds about right?
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Cabochon, Perfectly said.  Kill shots - and control.
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I’m just hoping for those 2 rich guys to perfect their space attempts and then all the other little rich kids jump on board only to

And themselves in the middle of no where. Maybe then there will be civilization.
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Retsbew
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FINALLY IT'S STARTED.  THIS HAS BEEN FILED AND ACCEPTED BY THE COURT.  I WOULD LIKE TO THANK MEMBERS OF OUR

INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY FOR PUBLISHING THIS.  I WORKED WITH SIX NATIONS' REPS WHEN I WAS A COURT REPORTER.  WE HAD

A COPY OF THE QU'ARAN, THE BIBLE AND NO EAGLE FEATHER.  I HOPE BY NOW THIS HAS BEEN ADDED.

new.awakeningchannel.com/crimes-against-humanity-case-registered-in-th..  CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY Case Registered in the

International Criminal Court. #VACCINES Violations of the Nuremberg Code.
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Where are the Aussie's today? This is yet another great interview, this time between "Dr Zelenko and Craig Kelly - Australian Politicians

have Sold their Soul and Need to be Removed" - here's the link: www.bitchute.com/.../nFa4V4HMB6nN
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For sure on Australia. By far the worst country in the context you mention of selling their souls! I mean who in their right mind

wants to visit that country now?
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Very powerful testimony from Dr. Z!
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We don't need a world health organization. Each country, country, person should make their own informed health choices. One

compromised organization, this includes our CDC or FDA, should not have authority over each individuals sovreign health decisions.
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For those who remember, doctors were individuals that used their knowledge to heal. Hospitals were built and owned by the

communities, not corporations. Scientist spent their lives in the quest for knowledge. And then, I guess, the tax man cometh

that was born out of the hoods of old who showed up with machine guns for their share of your wealth, it became known as

lawful governing. In days of old communities had projects that were suggested by need in the community and those in the

community pitched in. Now if you do not pitch in by what they deem is your share of their wealth, they come and take everything

you have. Now they come for your life snd call it health beneAts ... my humanity has changed, not the world. I still love her.
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WHO is the fox guarding the henhouse!
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The WHO is working directly under the UN and is reporting to the WEF - a much larger set of NGOs are guarding the chicken

coop. To see a more complete list, look at the adliates of EcoHealth Alliance, posted on their website, here:

www.ecohealthalliance.org/partners  - and slowly scroll down to the bottom of page - and look where their adliates are

associated with.
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Good reference, ROSE.  Most problematic is the appointment of Peter Daszak on the WHO’s group to carry out the investigation.

Daszak, the founding president of the shadowy non-proAt organization EcoHealth Alliance, has headed many hunting

adventures worldwide to identify the emergence of potential pathogens that could become pandemics. The Pentagon

reportedly funneled $ 39 million to the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) through the EcoHealth Alliance, led by British-born

scientist Peter Daszak.

According to recently released federal data, the Pentagon sent US taxpayer dollars to Daszak, who then used them to conduct

an illegal gain-of-function investigation into bat coronaviruses. This research is now believed to be how the Wuhan coronavirus

was born. Daszak, was one of the most aggressive voices criticizing the theory of laboratory leaks at the beginning of the

plandemic. Along with Anthony Fauci and other professional criminals, Daszak almost violently pushed the narrative that the

Chinese virus came out of nowhere in a wet Wuhan market. God raises them and they come together, to Aght the truth.

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9652287/The-Pentagon-funneled-39milli..  The man at the center of the NIH funding of

research at the Wuhan Virology lab in China, Peter Daszak, actually thanked Fauci last year for playing down the lab leak theory

and pushing people toward the natural spread theory from bats:

therightscoop.com/ecohealth-alliance-president-thanked-fauci-for-downp..
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Brings new meaning to the phrase “Gates of Hell”, sorry; but I can see no other origin for Gates after his lifetime of sinister activity. I

will assume this is another reason all the agencies and corporations mentioned wanted to destroy and bring down this countries

greatest inFuence since ... Tell me again why we need a WHO snd what is the true meaning to WHO. I realized many moons ago that

GMO stood for Get Medicine Out; but what is the true real meaning for WHO and why are they in charge?
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Holocaust, the Remix (Untermenschen All), by M.C. Gates of Hell
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He is the real 'SPECTRE' as in James Bond baddie, only this is real life....
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So WHO will be brave and have the moral courage to stand up to the global cabal?
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Whoever stops using the money can be faced.  But he must Arst face his fears and overcome them.
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COVID vaccines continue to be the subject of the largest human subject experiment ever conducted. Attorney Martin makes it

clear that in his opinion, the proper culmination of this embezzlement saga should end the multiple criminal prosecutions of the

likes of Anthony Fauci, Ralph Baric, Peter Daszak, Zheng-Li Shi, Bill Gates, the Dr. Neil. Ferguson and many more. Attorney David

E. Martin explains it in this report. www.davidmartin.world/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/The_Fauci_COVID-19_Do..
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@Ulika7, I’ll tell you WHO: The Lion from the tribe of Judah!
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Well .. Dr Mercola is certainly one of the brave fearless ones exposing it all and guiding us towards better health .....and we

must all contribute to the transformation of our humanity by not supporting this 'global cabal ' .  We have to stand together and

 make the right choices . 

🤍🙏
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The fake pandemic has led to this .... gun conAscation.  www.businessinsider.com/cdc-director-vows-to-take-on-gun-violence-as-p..

 You must get ahead of the curve.  They are now positioning to conAscate our last means of protecting ourselves.  I say, "MOLON

LABE"!   Come and get them.  Everyone now needs to get with your Sheriff Dept.  Become deputized.  Para-military groups, join and get

deputized.  You KNOW it's coming.  If you wait any longer, it will be too late. (Proverbs 22:3) A wise man sees trouble coming and

prepares himself for it while a fool takes no action and gets severely punished for it
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Wise words.  "He who refuses to take care of his own is worse than a thief..."
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A famous radio personality said several years ago, "follow the money"!   In mid January of 2020, Moderna stock was selling at $19.56

a share.  Today it's selling at $416.25 a share.  Who do you think got rich on this?  We're told by the news media that Covid made a

large number of people Billionaires.  Any questions?
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It’s dirty money
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lin2618
Joined On 10/5/2014 8:56:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JUST HEARD; ANTI-VAXXERS IN SLOVENIA BROKE INTO A RADIO STATION AND DEMANDED AIR TIME!!! YESTERDAY; VAX-STATIONS

IN GEORGIA ( U.S. ) WERE SHUT DOWN DO TO ANTI-VAX PROTESTS!!! IT'S JUST A MATTER OF TIME BEFORE WE'RE ALL ACTIVELY IN

THIS FIGHT. WE'RE BEING FORCED INTO IT. GET ACTIVE.
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola,  I deeply appreciate the wonderful, daily sources of factual information that you and your staff provide to all of your

readers. Thank you so much!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very well deserved, DUDE your gratitude, and that of all of us who received relevant information, contrasted by the true science

of health and defense of freedom. The Biscayan journalist Olatz Vázquez died this morning at home, at the age of 27, due to

gastric cancer that was diagnosed in June 2020, according to 'Cadena Ser'. Olatz Vázquez: "Cancer has taken away my fear of

dying" Throughout these months, Vázquez denounced in the media and social networks that he was a collateral victim of the

covid-19 pandemic: last year's state of alarm delayed the endoscopy in which he was diagnosed a few months later than he was

touching, a malignant tumor in the stomach. "Due to the pandemic, 21% fewer cases of cancer have been diagnosed [in relation

to the stage of home conAnement]: people did not go to hospitals, tests were delayed. An advanced cancer pandemic is coming,

they have forgotten us ", explained the young woman, just two months ago, in an interview.

estaticos-cdn.elperiodico.com/clip/ab4549f0-1aea-4dc0-98f5-63ff96ab981..
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mandibular
Joined On 2/6/2013 9:10:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Money Power - When questioned about the ways in which the Jews have gained power, Mr. Rosenthal said: "Our power has been

created through the manipulation of the national monetary system. We authored the quotation. 'Money is power.' As revealed in our

master plan, it was essential for us to establish a private national bank. The Federal Reserve system Atted our plan nicely since it is

owned by us, but the name implies that it is a government institution. From the very outset, our purpose was to conAscate all the gold

and silver, replacing them with worthless non-redeemable paper notes. This we have done!"

When asked about the term 'non-redeemable notes,' Mr. Rosenthal replied: "Prior to 1968, the gullible goy could take a one dollar

Federal Reserve note into any bank in America and redeem it for a dollar which was by law a coin containing 412 1/2 grains of 90 per

cent silver. Up until 1933, one could have redeemed the same note for a coin of 25 4/5ths grains of 90 per cent gold. All we do is give

the goy more non-redeemable notes, or else copper slugs. But we never give them their gold and silver. Only more paper," he said

contemptuously. "We Jews have prospered through the paper gimmick. It's our method through which we take money and give only

paper in return." The economic problem of America and the world is ultimately a Jewish problem, or as Henry Ford stated: "The Money

Question, properly solved, is the end of the Jewish Question and every other question of a mundane nature."

Can you give me a example of this we asked? "The examples are numerous, but a few readily apparent are the stocks and bonds

market, all forms of insurance and the fractional reserve system practiced by the Federal Reserve corporation, not to mention the

billions in gold and silver that we have gained in exchange for paper notes, stupidly called money. Money power was essential in

carrying out our master plan of international conquest through propaganda."
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CharlotteRuse
Joined On 6/24/2021 4:49:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CCP really stands for China's Capitalist/Dictatorship Political Party.  China is the "paradigm" Wall Street, billionaire technocrats, and

the WEF want to follow as they "transform" Western liberal democracies into totalitarian technocracies.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And what I mean by posting this is that you are truly a "light in the darkness". Namaste.
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Laraine
Joined On 11/5/2006 5:46:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mercola and his team are amazing deep-dive truthtellers despite the attack they are working under. I think we’ve all had ENOUGH of

what is going on in the world. In defense of truth and our truth heroes like Joe mercola, please check out, share, and participate in the

Enough campaign . https://enoughmovement.org/
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, your Aght to expose the murderous acts of many are helping save man from extinction as we know it. Thank you and Dont

stop 

🧐
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kev1230
Joined On 12/19/2017 11:33:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola for surgeon general.
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garagekey
Joined On 8/18/2014 2:11:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

dude01  -Oh, dude. Love the screen name, and thanks so much for pointing out that The Onion has once again been quoted in this

frantic arena. Too funny.  And, more seriously, as crazed and bizarre as so many of The Onion's satirical posts are they serve a dual

purpose. One is to be funny and the other is to occasionally highlight how quickly people will post something that they think reinforces

their point of view without actually vetting it. And often and obviously, not even reading it.  People aren't being "tricked" by The Onion;

they're passing on obviously satirical content as fact without thought because the byline agrees with their narrative.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

so true!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, "The Onion is an American satirical digital media company and newspaper organization that publishes articles on

international, national, and local news. The company is based in Chicago but originated as a weekly print publication on August

29, 1988 in Madison , Wisconsin.

The Onion's articles cover current events, both real and Actional, parodying the tone and format of traditional news

organizations with stories, editorials, and man-on-the-street interviews using a traditional news website layout and an editorial

voice modeled after that of the Associated Press. The publication's humor often depends on presenting mundane, everyday

events as newsworthy, surreal, or alarming.”

en.wikipedia.org/.../The_Onion
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey GarageKey, who dare quote The Onion mistakenly, in this so-called “frantic arena”!?   And where’s the joy in mentioning that

someone did not understand it?   Such ego to enjoy a misunderstanding.   I think that most people who contribute here have

really good intentions, and are helpful - not frantic. As we can know a tree by it’s fruits:  for most here, the fruits are good so the

tree is good.   Not sure about the fruit from your post though, it’s not very inviting — guessing it came from a “troll tree”!! ??   Lol

—   God Bless
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navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just wait until the "vaccines" will; be made compulsory EVERYWHERE! This will not only stop all critics but will also make it impossible

to use (and even criminalize) invermectin and other similar therapies.
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bahmi0
Joined On 8/13/2010 8:00:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Analogously, the governor in my home state has refused to "do things to beneAt the citizens of this state". His strident

enforcement of punitive acts like mandatory mask usage, etc is typiAed  by always being on the enforcement side of his

executive actions and not subject to careful, humane usage of legitimate information from bonaAde studies, not trash from

bogus, mendacious government agencies. Don't ya just love this Dr Rochelle Walensky?  Propaganda Fows from her lips so

effortlessly. She excels at swill.

We've all asked what we can do with countering the inhumane actions of the Deep Staters who clearly wish to kill the majority of

this population. It's obvious that swine like Gates, Fauci, Birx, etc etc need to be arrested and indicted immediately. While they

are merely kapos and sayanim, throwing them into the hoosegow will force their controllers to decide whether or not to let these

swine rot behind bars. It's time to ferret out these deep state vermin with the largest manhunt in history and put them up against

the wall. I never realized this many traitors existed in the US, it is truly staggering. Send 'em all to the Gitmo Gallows- Then

again, do we have enough legitimate judges to adjudicate this vast mass of America haters? Under Biden, the country has very

little remaining time to about-face and prosecute this huge number of NWO-ers. I caught myself wishing I had more

ammo.....Hate to say it but I think blood will eventually be shed.
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ustarget
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:16:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Came across biomass burning (i.e. toxic air pollutants) the other day and considering all the symptoms of various diseases, it seems

very likely that we're the victims of another psyop. The last few videos of my channel on Brighteon should alarm us into action at the

local, state, and federal levels. It's not a virus. Viruses were promoted by media as if it were a thing, yet it appears, not one has been

isolated. Not polio - not smallpox  www.brighteon.com/.../1human
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starss
Joined On 9/19/2006 3:26:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One request to the newsletter editors for the Sources and References section: Could the actual webaddress of each hyperlink be

added between brackets? Because articles are removed after 48 hours I tend to print most of them together with the sources and

references, but it makes it much harder and sometimes impossible to And those sources in case I want to visit them. Keep up the good

work, don't let the opposition discourage you, and you're not alone.
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reg96356
Joined On 3/8/2015 8:44:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Waay back before it was a pandemic WHO was shouting "pandemic". I told a friend of mine back then that the math did not add up.

The % of infection at the time was so minimally low it did not register as even 1% of the population. Thinking WHO knew advance a

real pandemic was on the horizon. The WHO should be dissolved along with Gates and his anti humane tools!
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tanya_marquette
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What you describe is what I call priming the public.  The big lie begins to be stated--a pandemic is coming, a pandemic is

coming!  Remember Chicken Little?  The sky is falling, the sky is falling!  Perhaps we should all be re-reading this children's

story in public.  Then we watched this fake PCR test foisted on people with penalties for not getting it.  At Arst almost everyone

was positive.  Ah, proof the sky was actually falling.  And all to be done was masking, shutting in, not working, distancing and

worrying that a % of the public needed wiA and computers to survive.  Finally a drug was on the market--not tested on animals.

 A few human studies with horrifying results but it passed FDA/CDC muster and it was being given.  The PCR test fell to the

background and the numbers of positives reduced to nothings and the test was not a sure thing anymore but it was showing

increasing negatives.  

But now the marketing moghuls were on high command creating such hysteria and clammoring for this drug of unknown

effects.  But one thing we always knew:  it would never provide real immunity. It was even stated that they had no idea what kind

of protection it could afford but the die was cast. The public was duly primed and in heightened fear and couldn't wait to get

jabbed.  I had people locally who traveled hundreds of miles to get this poison and they had bragging parties about what they

had to to do to get this poison.  And these were our so-called bright and 'educated' population.  We were assured the increasing

number of deaths after the drug had little to do with it--no proof just timeliness in case after case.  And 10's of 1000's of serious

adverser reactions, some very long term, maybe life long.  But not to worry.  Suddenly the standards for alarm changed and

probably over 1 million American majorly harmed persons were no longer being considered important and beneAts were touted.

 Where are they??
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reg96356
Joined On 3/8/2015 8:44:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WHO stinks. Gates stinks...
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sai73491
Joined On 10/25/2013 2:28:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many of the individuals involved are hardcore satanists and have moved those who do their bidding into positions of leadership.  I was

shocked to see a Congresswoman on Transvestigation wearing a satanic star.  Gates' wife was shown wearing an upside down cross

and Trump and others constantly throw the triple six.  It's hard to believe there are those who still think he's on the side of the little guy

and not the big money men who lent him all that money...
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The following excerpt from the article: """Only after backlash, including an open letter signed by 26 scientists demanding a full and

unrestricted forensic investigation into the pandemic’s origins, did WHO enter damage control mode..,"""  represents a decentralized

ground-up Fow of information for social cooperation, as opposed to the WHO's usual centralized top-down Fow of information for

control of the masses. Decentralization, however, is better than centralization. It is nature VS technologies. Only balance brings life.
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CleanSky
Joined On 9/17/2014 1:11:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How is it that the WHO has so much authority.  For example, back in 1974 and 1975 the WHO mandated that everyone travelling from

the USA to Australia, and other places in the world, had to have a 2nd "smallpox vaccine".  Years later it was revealed that so-called

vaccine contained live HV6!  Why would anyone need a second small pox vaccine, anyway???  sigh.  So how is it that the WHO had the

right to demand that shot, or you could not travel???  I got the impression that the Australian government was enforcing it.
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weathertitehotmail.com
Joined On 4/10/2021 8:18:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A big part of this Alm talks about radiation emitted from Chernobyl and Fukushima. In regards to those incidents, I would like to point

out that Chernobyl was being run hotter than the specs allowed with known faults in the containment structure, as regards Fukushima

it was built on a fault line and a seismic event caused the failure.  Renewable energy is a complete misnomer, Sun and wind are always

there except when they aren't. If the world had spent as much on nuclear energy as these technologies, that are the oldest in the world

and still have the same problems, nuclear would be in every neighbor with a footprint the size of your local YMCA.  Don't be fooled by

'renewable' hype, let's use the brains God gave us to use the power of the sun edciently.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/4/2021 11:40:11 AM
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preston1953
Joined On 3/12/2008 10:34:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nuclear energy is black energy. We are being frog boiled with radiation: yourradiationthisweek.org   From Hiroshima to Iraq, 61

years of uranium wars - A suicidal, genocidal, omnicidal course - Global Research, June 12, 2007 - San Francisco Bay View 26

December 2006 www.globalresearch.ca/from-hiroshima-to-iraq-61-years-of-uranium-wars/..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/4/2021 2:32:01 PM
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mckeefery
Joined On 10/3/2013 12:28:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't trust any organization formed right after WWII.  Operation Paperclip is enough to know that we've been compromised.
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ursulariches
Joined On 6/25/2013 7:18:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates is not the largest funder of the WHO  but a very large contributor to it. The UN funds the WHO from separate funds.

www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/04/who-funds-world-health-organization-un-..  And a later funding breakdown

open.who.int/.../contributor

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/4/2021 11:18:16 AM
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tiberius_caesar
Joined On 4/17/2013 2:34:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The world is in deep slumber and it allowed the corrupt and criminal cabal to exploit the human race  economically and declare war on

our health, wellbeing and our government structure. www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2021/09/03/merrick-garland-and-the-war-o..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/4/2021 11:08:06 AM
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Screw WHO, the horse they rode in on and anybody riding with them.
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ElmerFudd
Joined On 4/28/2020 8:00:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The land that the corporation of the "UNITED NATIONS" sits on, was owned and given to, by the Rockefeller's for the One World

Government for Global Corporate Control. The WHO is a subsidiary of the aforementioned Parent Company.
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hotandsexy
Joined On 5/22/2008 12:04:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Such a shame what this country has come to.  I still cannot fathom what has happened to half the population that has taken the

so-called vaccine.  My pharmacist who I seldom see actually asked me if I wanted it.  Of course I said no, and he had the nerve to ask

me why.  This was my reply:  Covid is poison and killing thousands of people.  Why would I let you put any in my arm?  I just can't

imagine what the ordinary non-vaxxed person can do to get us out of this mess.
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Dev50841
Joined On 3/1/2018 7:23:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for you to talk about radiation in Japan, but have people read, Safe as Mothers Milk? It is when our own President nuked us!!! As

a Native American, we were given free rights to the land and water that was radiated. There are still three eyed Ash coming from the

water, the cases in court are delayed until the people die. What happened in Japan is a crime against humanity, what happened here is

also a crime against humanity.
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cybersoul
Joined On 5/8/2021 7:32:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get the TRUE FACTS - https://www.nojabforme.info  ... COVID-19 INJECTION www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection  ~ THE

BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..  ~ THE BATTLE FOR

HUMANITY www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity
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weathertitehotmail.com
Joined On 4/10/2021 8:18:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola and others in this space should feature on their websites and broadcasts a counter of vaccine adverse reactions like the

broadcast press had for covid infections and deaths.
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